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5/28/75 

Nr. Ted Gandolfo 
511-51st. 
West New York, SeJ. 07093 

Dear Ted, 

Your letter dated the 22d wen not postmarked until 5 p.m. yeaterday. It cant today. 

It reminds me either that I had not written shout the medical bill 1  incurred 
at the NYU meeting or my letter has had no sewer. While I regard his ()barges as 
outrageous, I had no choice but to sexed the doctor a check and ask that he return it 
if you people paid Mee Ale has not returned it so I presume you (p.) have not. That 
ens fora mere $105 for a relatively short period of time. Since then there has been 
a bill for $16.00 for lab work that wasn't even done until after I left NYC. 

The understandine was that all My costs would be paid because we simply have 
no inners and can t engage in anything that entails costs. Bad I not gone there 
would have been no cost because my insurance would have covered it. It did cover 
those extra exasdnations required after I returned and later 1-rays and examination. 
(The concern was lung damage. Negative.) 

If the doctor has been paid I should get this money book. If he has not been, 
I do hope I will recover thew expense,. 

Your letter of the 22d worries me because it tells me that I failed more than 
I thought I would in the speech and because it tells me there is no answer I can give 
you that mill satisfy you. You have learned nothing from that speech and from the 
things I told you in person or you would not have said and asked what integrity and 
responsibility makee impossible. There is no number of repetitions of falsehood that 
makes With of it. There is no weyiedeceney can become *seeder.' can and will have 
no public associations with those you have in and without naLdno, There is nothing 
in that speech that was not understated. Oboes named and not named have yet to make 
a single p&oteat to me of unfairness or error nor have I board of even the pretense 
of refutation at the meeting.-There has been no change from any of these people 
except that some have been bright enough to break public association, with °there and 
some of these have been clever enough to adopt some of its wisdom insofar as their 
new public positions are concerned. However, I know of no public act or statement by 
any of thee that is not tainted and some of the private ones are obscene. 

All of you who are of decent motive are like children of yearning. Iou see what 
MA want, not the reality. I have lived with and in spite of this reality for too 
many painful years to abandon nay integrity and the chance of accomplishment in a way 
that after that speech would also be dishonorable and disreputable. I told the truth, 
if less than I should have, and I'm not living other than by my own standards. 

Thin, of course, leads to the Church °Wattage If they want to hear from me 
and they do not I'll testify to whatever I can testify to. If others want to testify 
about what they really don't know anything about, that is their affair. But I strangle' 
encourage you to await the potential of the Hookefellea. Report, of which I warned you 
long ago. I feel I can, predict some of its content with fair certainty and that yon 
are asking me to become part of a Oldie** sal-destruction hy asking me to public's 
associate myself with this utter nonsense or the same self-servers, camacreislizers 
and plain nuts. This is untbeneeng, insane, really. 

You appear not to be aware that the man you denounced, Burke Marshall, is an 
adviser to the Senator and omettee to which you denounced him. You also are obviously 
unaware of same of the staffing and those pants and rwords and complications. Not it 
happens that one of the neebers of that committee knows me and sir workmen, We have 
not seen much of each other in recent years but we have been good friends. At also happens 
that another comatee where I an know spoke to one of the staff and asked me to get 



in touch. The man in charge of this area of the work is against it, as I knew he'd 
have to be. 

If this committee were to devote itself intensively to its major responsibilities, 
of which this is not really one, it could hardly begin to do the also important job 
that it should do and no other committee is likely to. Therefore, any intrusion into 
its major responsibilities, the illesol and improper acts of the CIA, ITT, etas: 
diminishesby that much what it Cando.its record to date is entirely unimpressive. 
I will not succeed but I dieoourage you from disindoetemo this further with efforts 
that for political reasons the committee does not dare reject but exactly those about 
which it has already said it Will do nothing. 

Almost node of you people know how these committees work, how the minorities can 
misinterpret when it serves political purtoses and the other inherent clangors. They 
are supposed to restrict thesselvea to what is rilsvanto Therefore, the enormous and 
valuable work you have (ion*is oolleoting all those tapes is to them remote booms, 
and a waste of their time. Moreover, they can use it to claim thktimat when they heard 
witnesses those witnesaes had no solid material of oviOcattiaro  value to provide. If 
there are those who do testify accurately tae lone eon t, for example) to the wello 
known, fact, tie immediate anewora the unwilling is that it vas all lolked into 
long ago and found to be unpersuasive or wrong. There is no means of answering this 
OinO of thing. 

A simplier way of locking at it is would you like therm to do as soars peasible 
about exposing the wrongs of the CIA, NMI end others? if you do, leave them alone. 
If they want taotiocloy od any assosaioation, they do not have to be told where they 
can get it. Uhloso any coneittee la willing enough to take the initiative on a matter 
that at best in as politically coatrovarolo, as tOtt, it is to court disaster to 
seek to push it. I have lived through too much of this and I bogie seem the kickbacks. 
Moreover, it you stow to think of the toiogs I said in Now York and coo coop to realise 
how far short of full espouse thet were, you can also get en ides of what will be 
fed about those characters that will set us beck and defame the honest and decent. 

Especially when there are ibelkooshalls on the inside with their own pasts. 
There are other ways and ,insidar as I ann I use those other toys. People from 

cot eooso bat-, had ma in at tboir.rtqueat, not mine. They Woo also COW here and spent 
hours with what can count, lend evidence, bat talk or what moat is, plp■in crap. I am 
in court, and that holds more ismtdiate promise. 

The current USMewspieis, by the WAY, is a teeeetseeeeef  my press eteferepaeo  They had a reporter there and he oOt touch with me, atter 'chichi, had long talks and 
Several from there have been Op* 

Please come to uoderstarai that all this public attention to *shot for the met 
is irrational puts momittele like OtoroW0 on the spot. To dote ell their record 
Says they are not serious abooti this* Mill there is rau4ble evidenne to the contrary 
I have no reason to believe **wise, 6-woo:dully with my own comactions being 
!Pat they are. fir, I too*, welcome aoythiag you gets that say's the oppooite. 
Perhape when and if Church w, toe that letter oaahavt marring now not apparent. 

I've taken this time *muse there is no doubt of your sincerity not because 
 think you'll like what 14/Obeid or wink heed it. 

Perfection is not a state of man. We can't toy of us alloys be completely ao-
curate AO natter how bard we try. But please don t expect me to aestmeUrte myself 
and the kind of work IiNG done with those whores andofflimOs you have in mind. You 
don't know anyone who is prablialy known as a Warms asport Oritios 'scoot Sylvia 
thaso work is =baton:U.4*d you dom't even know wb arong Uwe who get the attentioa 
did whet part  if ew, in Aso oases of bisisemtvooko This is not otiiicias of you. Tour 
own work and exporienoo are not of the kind that would let you knows Mow baievw, 


